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t happened again in 2003. With predictable regularity, local or (in one case) state school boards have tried to minimize or eliminate certain aspects of evolutionary biology from their high school curricula. It is disquieting that antievolution salvos aren't always fired by fringe groups. Antievolution thinking is mainstream, as revealed by the Gallup organization's most recent efforts on the subject. In a February 2001 poll, 45 percent of respondents agreed with the statement "God created human beings pretty much in their present form at one time within the last 10,000 years or so."
How is it that at a time when our understanding of (and evidence for) evolution has never been greater, there persists such resistance to evolutionary ideas? And this despite the fact that evolution has long been a mandated component of high school curricula in most states? The problem cannot be attributed either to want of exposure or to lack of resources: from lucid textbook coverage to high-quality videos, CDROMs, and Web sites, the presentation of evolutionary ideas has never been more visually appealing or compellingly explained. As an educator who teaches evolutionary biology at the college level, I have long wondered about the disconnect.
I believe educators often overlook a great ally in the teaching of Darwinian evolution: Darwin himself. Darwin's long delay in publishing his ideas about descent with modification is well known; some 20 years passed between opening his first notebook on the subject and the 1859 publication of his Origin of Species. Darwin's reticence was well-founded: He had seen others pilloried in print and pulpit for advancing evolutionary ideas that were long on speculation and short on evidence, which convinced him that any suggestion of common descent of organisms must be presented in the context of an enormous body of evidence. That his ideas now form the bedrock of biological thought is testimony to the rigor of Darwin's logic and his methodical presentation of supporting evidence. I suggest we take a lesson from his method in the way we present evolutionary ideas today. This is no panacea, but insofar as it addresses the very foundation of scientific knowingthe basic tools we use to understand the world around us and figure out how things work-helping students see what Darwin saw may help educators put evolution on a more solid conceptual or philosophical base.
What can we learn from his approach? Darwin's battle was partly won by rhetorical genius. On the Origin of Species is a carefully constructed document-"one long argument," its author wrote-that presents Darwin's ideas about evolution in the contexts of analogy and inductive inference. In the view of noted philosopher Michael Ruse, in both respects the arguments in Origin speak to the ideas of two leading thinkers of Darwin's day, physicist John Herschel and philosopher William Whewell, both of whom discussed how insight could be gained into vera causae, true causes, in nature.
Ruse's 1982 book Darwinism Defended (Addison-Wesley Publishing) recounts Darwin's approach: Herschel had argued that insight into natural processes could be gained through close analogy. If a phenomenon could not be directly observed but an analogous process could be explicated, one could use the close analogy to argue one had found a vera causa. Darwin's close analogy was domestication, the generation of domesticated varieties through conscious or unconscious artificial selection. "We cannot suppose that all the breeds were suddenly produced as perfect and as useful as we now see them; indeed, in several cases, we know that this has not been their history," he writes in Origin's first chapter. "The key is man's power of accumulative selection" (Origin, 1st ed., p. 30).
Whewell, in contrast, argued that we can learn much about nature by seeking a "consilience of inductions," where disparate independent lines of evidence are neatly brought together under a common explanatory umbrella. Ruse points out that this is essentially the approach taken in modern courts of law: To support a hypothesis of guilt (equivalent to a hypothesized natural phenomenon or process), can we explain or tie together seemingly unrelated facts or lines of evidence? If so, we have established guilt beyond a reasonable doubt even without the proverbial smoking gun, just as Darwin established the reality of evolution beyond a reasonable doubt by drawing observations from such far-flung areas as paleontology, embryology, biogeography, and behavior.
For modern educators, Darwin's approach can set the stage for showing students how science works by organizing observations systematically to help frame explanatory hypotheses. In teaching evolutionary biology, the cart is sometimes put before the horse. The process of evolution is often illustrated with examples of microevolutionary change, like the increased antibiotic resistance of pathogens or HIV evolution. These are excellent examples of evolution in action, but their effectiveness as tools for teaching evolution is blunted if the big-picture framework of how we came to know evolution occurs is not already in place. This is because microevolution is not in dispute even
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Moreover, students are often taught about "the" scientific method as if there were just one, and that one method is typically presented as strictly hypotheticodeductive. Rarely are students explicitly taught about historical methodology, that induction and deduction feed one another in an endless fruitful cycle in science. Students stand to gain much from a detailed discussion of Whewellian consilience, and it is something they can directly relate to since that approach is often employed in everyday life (as in our criminal justice system).
Although textbooks often preface units on evolutionary biology with a brief biography of Darwin and a "lines of evidence" overview of evolution, students would profit from having those lines of evidence presented after the fashion of Origin: discussed explicitly as sets of independent observations woven together in support of a working hypothesis. Draw on Darwin's own words to help students see how Darwin the young naturalist came to weave the lines of evidence himself, despite initially embracing the prevailing orthodoxy that species do not change. It is not necessary to go through the whole of Darwin's "one long argument" to make the point. Present Darwin at his most passionate to illustrate the approach, as he is in, for example, Origin's chapters on paleontology, biogeography, and comparative morphology (for other examples, see Jeffrey C. Brautigam and Stephen C. Zelnick's Student Introduction to Charles Darwin [Kendall-Hunt Publishing, 1999] ).
In consilience mode throughout his master work, Darwin presents each set of observations in turn and asks the reader to consider which hypothesis offers the most cogent explanation for them, typically contrasting special creation with his proposed model of evolution by natural selection. His consilience approach works as well today as it did in 1859: Present the observed patterns and consider what process most likely gave rise to them. Adopting Darwin's approach in the way we introduce evolution can help our students see that the idea of evolution is not "just a theory" or Darwin's offhand notion but a conclusion that flows logically from considerable and careful observation. Such an approach also gets students to think explicitly about consilience and historical method, which can lead to explorations in other historical fields, from cosmology and archaeology to linguistics to plate tectonics.
Having set the stage thus for why we are convinced that Darwin was really onto something, students are in a better position to understand the mechanistic details. Modern examples-for example, exciting fossil finds like the cetacean forerunner Ambulocetus or the prokaryotic signature of organellar DNA-can then be related to the consilience of inductions approach, consistent with evolution. Or consider morphological oddities such as the dysfunctional chloroplast of the malarial parasite Plasmodium: What in the world would an obligate parasite of vertebrate blood cells be doing with a chloroplast?
There will always be those who willfully remain ignorant of and hostile to evolution. But as Darwin well knew, reasonable critics are greater in number, if less vocal, than the openly hostile few. In Origin's conclusion, he prophetically wrote,"I look with confidence to the future, to rising and young naturalists, who will be able to view both sides of the question with impartiality." The naturalists are already convinced. The problem is that poor understanding of what science is and how it works prevents a significant proportion of the general public from being convinced. The logical strategy Darwin devised for his Victorian audience can help educate students today.
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